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"For all items NOT on the agenda"

(Each Speaker Limited to 3 Minutes)
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Date: 5/1/17

To: Everyone '
Subject: Real World

Humans need to watch and learn
Once young with a skull tUU ofmush and now being oldei; wiser, and hard times, my thinVing at 73 plus years has changed

For years, I have presented for you to read what I learned; or, as usual, you can ignore me
I have many posonal diougfals which will not be presented at this time

but

I would ai^edate having learned and presented in writing to county supervisors, landowner @'oups, and many others ̂ ead around

Based on historical truths provided through the ages
And

What I have learned about real world realties

Has me ̂ ^NOT" understanding and believing what many humans put forth
Because the avoage voter who I believe does not understand and is in the minority

(Registered voters are less than total population and registered voters further are split which puts me in voting minority especially in California)
Adda to my not believing ai^tfaing any more.

I see all forms of media, politicians, those who have it made, t
All over the place legalese

Fourth Branch of Government (regulators), and other humans

Dividing USA and world
(As intCTpr^ed by sonuone, dtere is no one (like working folks) that has not broken a' law sonte way, somewhere, and at some time),

(Verbal diplomacy wori^s as long as the otlur side i&nt hurt by a sharp sword utilized by the opposing side)

Being older and wiser, being hit on the head a few times,
Seeing things go badly for many species and humans,
I learned life is not fair and balanced for everything.

At the end of my life and in the voting minority
I see Trump, his supporters, and others not paying attention

"Rural America" is being outvoted
(In many ways, I see Rural America experiencing hard times)

Being of sound mind and body, living real world realties, and 73 plus years of age,
I have learned many things,

Humans need to "NOT" be on all sides of the fence
And

Humans need to watch and learn.

Charles L. Ciancio

California Registered Professional Forester (RPF) #317
(An old tired field forester no one gives much a^ntion wiio has lived in a woddng man's w<^d)

P.O. Box 172, Cutten (near Eundca in redwood country), CA 95534
707-443-2179


